
Making a Smart Device with 

Machine Learning in Scratch



Brainstorm

What around our homes would we 

want to control? Some ideas could 

be light, air-conditioning, TV, heating, 

security, etc. How could we control 

them? For this project we will be 

using text to represent the 

conversation between you and the 

robot. The objective of this project is 

to learn how to control the virtual 

lighting of a room with a rule-based 

model and an ML model.



How should we control the lights?
 Let’s think of some words to control the lights!

Next you will see how to control lights using rule-based model. All sample data above can be 

your secret codes or commands. We start with the Scratch



Making this in scratch

You may access Scratch from scratch.mit.edu

Or you may open Scratch from aicode101.com



Art you’ll need – Sprite and Backdrops

Draw your room

Draw your robot/smart 

device that will 

control the lights

Backdrop

Sprite

Two backdrops 

represent two status



Blocks You Will Need

For this project you will be 

using the blocks shown. 

The code necessary for this 

project won’t be too 

complicated nor will the 

blocks needed to make it



Flowchart of Logic

Flowcharts can give a good idea of how to structure your code. 

Some flowchart steps can be translated directly into scratch 

blocks while some require more thought. One example of this is 

that in scratch the loop for answers other than the secret codes 

(something else) would translate into a “forever” loop.”



Putting It All Together

The logic of the code is setup so that only an answer of ‘Open Sesame’ 

or ‘Close Sesame’ will get a response. The forever loop exists to continue 

asking regardless of response.



Here is the final code. Please check to be sure 

your code is the same as the code shown.

You may add more commands as your secret 

codes by adding an OR operator to the if 

statements



Save Your Project

Save your code to 

your computer to 

load later for your 

machine learning 

model



Issues of Rule-Based Logic

 Your secret code/command is the only way of activating it

 If you said the code/command differently it would not understand

 Every variation or additional commands needs to be manually added



A Better Solution

Using Machine Learning



Data-Based Machine Learning Model

Rule-Based
 Restrictive

 Need to write many cases

 Not natural to use

 Can be used for special cases

 Like our secret codes

 Examples:

 “Lights on”

 “Open sesame!”

 “Close sesame!”

 “Purple llamas!”

Machine Learning
 Open-Ended (big data concepts)

 Understands variation

 More natural, “smart”

 Can only vary off the samples we give

 Would not understand what our secret codes mean

 Examples:

 “It’s too dark in here”

 “I don’t need light anymore”

 “It’s too bright”

 “I can’t see anything”

There are many positives and negatives to both solutions. Depending on your goals either can work. For the 

goal of this project, machine learning model is the better solution. This table compares the two solutions.



Machine Learning in Scratch

 Create a new project on aicode101.com

 Call it “Smart Light” and set it as a text project

Creating a machine learning model 

with Scratch involves four steps: 

1. Create Labels

2. Training

3. Testing

4. Scratch

“Label” in machine learning represents 

the trained smart output 

“Terms” in machine learning represents 

your data that map your patterns or 

predictions named as the correlated 

“Labels” as you defined 



Write Labels and Terms
Come up with 3 more of each on your own

First click “Create Labels” and 

create the label “Lights On”, 

followed by its terms. Next, click 

“Create Labels” again and adds 

Lights Off and it’s relevant terms. Be 

sure to vary your terms but also 

keep them clear.”



Train Your Model

Your model will need time to train

If satisfied with your labels and samples, you may click “Run 

Training”. If everything goes smoothly, you should get a notification 

saying ‘Training in Progress’. If you get an error, check your IBM API 

keys and verify you don’t have too many projects



Test your Model

 Test your training with some phrases other than the ones you already entered in your labels and 

Terms to be sure it was trained correctly. Evaluation data should be different from your input data

 Your testing result returns as what is recognized (one of your Labels) with a confidence percentage 

 If your testing gives an incorrect label, consider adding more terms to improve your training results.



Implement our model in Scratch

To implement machine learning in scratch, you need to launch Scratch from aicode101.com 

website, instead of the MIT website. 



Machine Learning Extension

Click the 

“Extensions” 

button at the 

bottom left

You will see 

three ML 

extensions

Select the 

Scratch text 

ML extension

You should now 

have a new 

block type for this 

extension

To implement machine learning in 

scratch, you need the ‘Scratch 

Text ML’ extension from your 

machine learning model

Follow the instruction, you should 

be able to see a few new Machine 

Learning blocks just trained from 

your Machine Learning model, 

which you can’t see from the web 

scratch.mit.edu



Using ML blocks

There are three ML “Extensions” buttons for text recognition

The blank “term” is your evaluation input by filling with the 

“answer” block as shown in the code. Click the dropdown 

arrow you can see the labels you defined in the machine 

learning model

The other two ML blocks return different outputs

Operator block

Sensing block

Sensing block



The Final ML Scratch Code

Why is this solution better than rule-based?

1. Coding becomes simple

2. The evaluation data given as “answer”, 

can be different from the input data given 

in the Label and Terms

3. More smart



Extended Project:

Add your own smart device

 Think about why the data-based machine learning model makes your light smarter than 

the rule-based model? How will you make your light even smarter?

 Choose something else that would work well with this system

1. Think of the two states you want to have in your own device

on/off, hot/cold, up/down, etc.

2. Add examples of commands to the sample set

3. Add the sprite to the room

4. Program the logic for the sprite


